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Abstract
Neutrinoless double-beta decay is proposed as an important low energy phenomenon
that could test beyond the Standard Model physics. There are several potentially com-
peting beyond the Standard Model mechanisms that can induce the process. It thus
becomes important to disentangle the different processes. In the present study we con-
sider the interference effect between the light left-handed and heavy right-handed Ma-
jorana neutrino exchange mechanisms. The decay rate, and consequently, the phase-
space factors for the interference term are derived, based on the left-right symmetric
model. The numerical values for the interference phase-space factors for several nu-
clides are calculated, taking into consideration the relativistic Coulomb distortion of the
electron wave function and finite-size of the nucleus. The variation of the interference
effect with the Q-value of the process is studied.
1. Introduction
Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ ) is a process where a nuclide decays to its
isobar having two more protons. In the process two electrons are emitted without any
anti-neutrinos,
A
ZX→ AZ+2X+2e−. (1)
Unlike the two neutrino double beta decay (2νββ ) where two anti-neutrinos are also
emitted, in 0νββ the lepton number is violated by two units. In the Standard Model
(SM) the lepton number is conserved. Thus the experimental observation of 0νββ
would indicate physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Moreover, the 0νββ pro-
cess requires the neutrinos to be Majorana fermions [1]. All these features make 0νββ
an exciting process for testing BSM physics, and several BSM mechanisms are pro-
posed for contributing to the decay [2, 3].
The most studied mechanism in the 0νββ decay literature is the so called ‘standard
mass mechanism’ of light left-handed (LH) neutrino exchange [2]. However, if right-
handed (RH) V +A currents are also considered alongside the left-handed V −A cur-
rents, then several competing mechanisms could contribute significantly to the 0νββ
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decay rate [4]. The existence of V + A currents is well motivated by new physics
of BSM. One such popular BSM scenario is the left-right symmetric model (LRSM)
[5, 6], which is presently actively investigated at LHC [7]. RH currents are naturally
considered in this model, since parity is restored at high energies. The extended gauge
group for the electroweak sector of the model is SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)Y , where
RH neutrinos are incorporated as part of the SU(2)R doublet. LRSM provides a nat-
ural framework for type I [5] and type II [8] seesaw mechanisms, which explains the
smallness of neutrino mass. Apart from being crucial in determining absolute values
of neutrino masses, 0νββ is an important low energy probe to study high energy BSM
mechanisms [9]. Invariably this also requires disentangling the underlying mechanism
inducing the process [10].
Because of the existence of RH currents there will be several competing contribu-
tions to the decay rate of 0νββ in the LRSM scenario [11]. Additionally, the seesaw
mechanism requires the existence of heavy, mostly sterile neutrinos [8]. Neutrino mix-
ing schemes would then naturally incorporate heavy mass eigenstates for both LH and
RH neutrinos (see below for details). The inverse half-life formula for 0νββ has the
following general structure,
[
T 0ν1/2
]−1
=
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
(
NPP & PPP
)
i
×
(
PSF
)1/2
i
×
(
NME
)
i
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2)
where NPP and PPP are the neutrino and particle physics parameters arising from the
BSM physics. The phase-space factors (PSF) take into account the kinematical factors
of the two outgoing electrons. The summation i is over all possible mechanisms that
could induce the 0νββ process. Because of the modulus squared, interference between
different mechanisms also contribute to the total decay rate of the process. For a long
time the PSF were generally considered as being reliably calculated [4, 12], but recent
re-evaluations [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] have shown diferences of up to 100% in the case of
heavier nuclei (e.g. G0ν08 of
150Nd), when comparing to the older results. Presently, the
uncertainties in the PSF are maintained under control and new results are in agreement
to each other. Lastly, the NME are the relevant nuclear matrix elements for the nuclear
transition between the initial and final nuclei. There are several methods comonly used
to calculate the NME, of which the most employed ones are the interacting shell model
(ISM) [18, 19, 20, 2, 21, 22, 23, 24], the quasi-random phase approximation (QRPA)
[12, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29], the interacting-boson approach (IBM2) [30, 31], the projected
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (PHFB) [32], and the generator coordinator method (GCM)
[33, 34]. The current situation of the NME is not yet settled, with differences of up to
300% among the results of different groups and methods (See Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 of [35]).
Also, relatively few NME results other than those for the ’standard mass mechanism’
exist.
If two competing mechanisms are considered for the 0νββ decay, as is the case
for our present study, then the magnitude of the contribution of the interference to the
half-life will primarily depends on the PSF. The phase difference arising from the two
different complex neutrino physics parameters will act as the phase of the interference
oscillation. The chiral structure of the outgoing electrons determines the nature of the
PSF for the individual mechanisms. This also results in a different form of the PSF
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for the interference. The total decay rate for the process is obtained by integrating the
PSF over the energies of the outgoing electrons. Several effects must be considered
in order to accurately determine numerical values for the PSF. The Coulomb attraction
of the daughter nucleus will distort the wave functions of the outgoing electrons [36].
Moreover, the finite size of the nucleus will affect the distorted electron wavefunction
[13, 16].
The subject of interference between pairs of 0νββ mechanisms is obscure in recent
literature, with the latest paper devoted to this subject being 34 years old [37]. Since
there is great interest to disentangle the different underlying mechanisms of 0νββ , it is
important that the interference between mechanisms is also considered. In the present
paper we re-consider the interference between the light and heavy Majorana neutrinos.
We calculate the decay rate of 0νββ for light and heavy neutrino exchange in LRSM.
The focus of our paper is to investigate the contribution of interference effects. We re-
visit the calculations and include relativistic Fermi function and finite-size effect of the
nucleus in the phase-space factors (PSF) of the interference terms. We numerically cal-
culate the interference PSF for different nuclides and compare our results with those of
Ref. [37]. Although the numerical results of [37] are similar to ours, the formulae used
in Ref. [37] seems to contain typos that make them difficult to use. In addition, our
analysis is extended to more isotopes than previously considered and for transitions
to excited states. The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the general
formalism for 0νββ considering both LH and RH currents. We derive the exact ex-
pressions for the PSFs. Section III presents the numerical results for the PSFs and the
effect of interference for different nuclides considering transitions to the ground state
(g.s.) and to the first excited 0+ state of the daughter nucleus.
2. Formalism for 0νββ decay
The derivation of the decay rate for 0νββ begins with the effective current-current
Hamiltonian incorporating the RH leptonic and hadronic currents [4],
H βI =
(
GF cosθc√
2
)
2
[(
e¯Lγαν ′eL
)(
J†Lα +κJ
†
Rα
)
+
(
e¯Rγαν ′eR
)(
ηJ†Lα +λJ
†
Rα
)
+H.c.
]
. (3)
Here eL(R) and ν ′eL(R) are the LH(RH) electron and electron-neutrino fields, respec-
tively. JL(R)α is the charged LH (RH) hadronic current. λ , η and κ are the respective
coupling constants between (V +A)(V +A), (V +A)(V −A) and (V −A)(V +A) in-
teractions. GF and θC are the Fermi constant and Cabbibo angle, respectively. H.c.
denotes the Hermitian conjugate.
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(a) Light neutrino exchange.
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(b) Heavy neutrino exchange.
Figure 1: Light and heavy neutrino exchange mechanisms for 0νββ in LRSM.
In the left-right symmetric model (LRSM) the electron-neutrino mixing is given as
[21]:
ν ′eL =
light∑
k
UekνkL+
heavy∑
k
SekNckR, (4)
ν ′eR =
light∑
k
T ∗ekν
c
kL+
heavy∑
k
V ∗ekNkR. (5)
Here the flavor eigenstates ν ′ are linear combinations of light (ν) and heavy (N) mass
eigenstates. The mixing matricesU andV are almost unitary while S and T are taken to
be small. Thus the LH fields are predominantly light neutrinos, whereas the RH fields
are predominantly heavy, ν ′eL ≈
∑light
k UekνkL and ν
′
eR ≈
∑heavy
k V
∗
ekNkR. Thus under
these assumptions, the two dominating diagrams for the second order process of 0νββ
arising from the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3) are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a is the standard
mass mechanism of light neutrino, mν , exchange. In Figure 1b, 0νββ is induced by
the exchange of heavy neutrino, mN . The coupling constant between (V +A)(V +A)
interaction, λ , is shown to be (mWL/mWR)2 in the LRSM. Here mWL/R is the mass of
the LH (RH) W boson.
Applying second order perturbation theory to our interaction Hamiltonian, Eq. (3),
we get the S-matrix for 0νββ process as follows,
〈 f |S(2)|i〉0ν = iA0
[
ηνL ELM
ν +ηNR ERM
N]2piδ (E f +E1+E2−Ei). (6)
The first and the second terms inside the square brackets correspond to the light and
heavy neutrinos, respectively. The dimensionful constant A0 is defined as:
A0 =−g
2
Am
2
e
2pi
(
GF cosθc√
2
)2 1
rA
, (7)
where gA = 1.27 is the axial vector constant [38], me is the electronic mass, and
rA = mer0A
1
3 with r0 = 1.2 fm, is the nuclear radius in the units of me, A being the
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mass number of the nuclide. The neutrino physics parameters for the light and heavy
neutrinos are defined respectively as follows:
ηνL =
1
me
light∑
k
(Uek)2mkξk, (8)
ηNR = λ
2
heavy∑
k
(V ∗ek)
2mpΞk
Mk
. (9)
Here mk and Mk are the masses of the light and heavy neutrinos, respectively. Similarly,
the Majorana phase factors for light and heavy neutrinos are ξk and Ξk, respectively.
The proton mass mp is introduced for dimensional consistency. The nuclear matrix
elements (NME) for the light (Mν ) and heavy (MN) neutrinos are the combined Fermi,
Gamow-Teller and tensor matrix elements as defined in [39]:
Mν/N =
[
Mν/NGT −
(
gV
gA
)2
Mν/NF +M
ν/N
T
]
. (10)
The delta function imposes the energy conservation, Ei and E f are the energies of the
initial and final nuclei, respectively. E1 and E2 are the energies of the two outgoing
electrons. EL and ER correspond to the two final state electron current for light and
heavy neutrino exchange, respectively:
EL =
[
u¯(p1s1)(1+ γ5)Cu¯T (p2s2)
]
, (11)
ER =
[
u¯(p1s1)(1− γ5)Cu¯T (p2s2)
]
, (12)
where the free particle spinor u is defined for the two outgoing electrons having mo-
menta p1, p2 and spins s1, s2, respectively. The presence of the γ5 matrices makes
the chiral structure of the two currents manifestly different, namely both the electrons
are LH for the case of light neutrino exchange, whereas both neutrinos are RH for the
heavy neutrino exchange (see Figure 1). The amplitude of the process is:
M 0νf i = A0η
ν
L ELM
ν +A0ηNR ERM
N =M lightf i +M
heavy
f i . (13)
Squaring the amplitude one gets the interference terms between the light and heavy
neutrino exchange mechanisms,∣∣M 0νf i ∣∣2 = ∣∣∣M lightf i ∣∣∣2+ ∣∣∣M heavyf i ∣∣∣2+M lightf i M heavy∗f i +M light∗f i M heavyf i . (14)
The first and second terms are the amplitude squares for the light and heavy neutrinos,
respectively. The third and fourth terms are the interference terms between the light
and heavy neutrinos. The spin averaged amplitude square is then,∣∣∣M 0νf i ∣∣∣2 = A20∑
spin
[
|ηνL |2|Mν |2|EL|2+ |ηNR |2|MN |2|ER|2
5
+ηνL (η
N
R )
∗Mν(MN)∗ELE ∗R +(η
ν
L )
∗ηNR (M
ν)∗MNE ∗L ER
]
. (15)
For 0νββ we only need to sum over the two outgoing electrons. Calculating the spin
sums using Casimir’s trick and trace theorems [40] we get:∑
e1,e2
spin
|EL|2 =
∑
e1,e2
spin
|ER|2 = 8E1E2
(
1− |p1||p2|
E1E2
cosθ
)
, (16)
∑
e1,e2
spin
ELE
∗
R =
∑
e1,e2
spin
E ∗L ER =−8m2e . (17)
Here p1 and p2 are the three-momenta of the two electrons emitted at an angle θ . Thus
we see that the spin average for the interference term in the amplitude square is different
from that of the terms for the individual mechanisms. For the individual terms, the spin
average gives a contribution, which depends on the energies of the electrons while for
the interference term, the spin average is independent of the electronic energies. The
phase-space factors for the individual and interference terms will be different due to
this difference in the spin average.
The total decay rate of the process is then obtained using the Fermi’s Golden rule
[40] (h¯= 1, c= 1), and integrating over the phase-space of the two electrons,
Γ0ν =
1
2!
2pi
∫
d3p1
(2pi)32E1
d3p2
(2pi)32E2
∣∣∣M 0νf i ∣∣∣2δ (E f +E1+E2−Ei). (18)
Carrying out the angular integration for the 3D momentum integral in polar coordinates
we can then re-express |pk| in terms of relativistic energy Ek = p2k +m2e , where k =
1,2. The E2 integral then can be carried out through the δ -function. Due to energy
conservation, we can express E2 in terms of E1. Since the kinetic energy is shared
between the two electrons, the E1 integral is carried out between the limits me and
Q+me. The two outgoing electrons are attracted by the Coulomb field of the daughter
nucleus. The free electron wavefunction is thus modified by the Fermi factor F0 as
given in reference [41]. The total decay rate for 0νββ becomes:
Γ0ν =
g4A(GF cos θc)
4m9e
(2pi)5r2A
∫ T+1
1
dε1 p˜1 p˜2F0(Zs,ε1)F0(Zs,ε2)
×
[
ε1ε2
[
|ηνL |2|Mν |2+ |ηNR |2|MN |2
]
−
[
ηνLη
N∗
R M
νMN∗+ην∗L η
N
RM
ν∗MN
]]
, (19)
where we have switched to energies (εk) and momenta (p˜k) in the me units. Similarly,
T is the Q-value in the me units. The half life is then related to the total decay rate by:[
T 0ν1/2
]−1
= g4AG
0ν
1
[
|ηνL |2|Mν |2+ |ηNR |2|MN |2
]
−g4AG0ν
′
1
[
ηνLη
N∗
R M
νMN∗+ην∗L η
N
RM
ν∗MN
]
, (20)
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where the integrated phase-space factors (PSF) are defined by:
G0ν1 =
g0ν
r2A
∫ T+1
1
dε1F0(Zs,ε1)F0(Zs,ε2)p˜1 p˜2ε1ε2δ (ε2+ ε1−T −2), (21)
G0ν
′
1 =
g0ν
r2A
∫ T+1
1
dε1F0(Zs,ε1)F0(Zs,ε2)p˜1 p˜2δ (ε2+ ε1−T −2), (22)
with the common dimensionful constant having the value,
g0ν =
(GF cos θc)4m9e
(2pi)5 ln2
= 2.8×10−22 yr−1. (23)
The PSF for the light and heavy neutrino exchange are the same, G0ν1 of Eq. (21).
As Eq. (21) and (22) show, the PSF for the interference term, G0ν
′
1 , has a different
structure than the PSF of the individual mechanisms, G0ν1 . Because of the absence
of electron energies, the interference PSF is suppressed considerably compared to the
‘non-interference’ PSF.
3. Results
The accuracy of PSF calculations depends on certain assumptions and methods.
References [13] and [16] considered the effect of finite nuclear size and screening of
nuclear charge due to atomic electrons in calculating the non-interference PSF. An
easy to use, faster and sufficiently accurate method was recently introduced in [17] by
considering a screening factor S f to the charge of the final nucleus Z f , still retaining
the original assumption of point-like nuclear charge. This modification to the charge
(Zs =
S f
100Z f ) replicates the effects of finite nuclear size and electron screening to good
accuracy. For our case we consider the value S f = 94.5% for G0ν1 (see table IV of [17]).
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Table 1: Numerical values of PSF of different nuclei for g.s.→g.s. transitions. Column
4 lists the values of the interference PSF Eq. (22) and column 5 is the ratio to the
individual PSF in % (see Eq. (21)). (Qββ values are taken from [16]).
Nuclei Qββ
[MeV]
G0ν1
[×10−14 yr−1]
G0ν
′
1
[×10−15 yr−1]
=
G0ν
′
1
G0ν1
[%]
48Ca 4.27226 2.45462 1.09027 4.44168
76Ge 2.03904 0.228003 0.28987 12.7134
82Se 2.99512 0.996509 0.757323 7.59976
96Zr 3.35037 2.04454 1.32482 6.47976
100Mo 3.03440 1.57402 1.17824 7.48553
110Pd 2.01785 0.465953 0.603145 12.9443
116Cd 2.8135 1.65694 1.38323 8.34808
124Sn 2.28697 0.886628 0.979603 11.0486
128Te 0.86795 0.0554 0.017355 31.3251
130Te 2.5269 1.4104 1.36624 9.68692
136Xe 2.45783 1.44863 1.45738 10.0604
150Nd 3.37138 6.60043 4.27367 6.47483
Table 2: Same as Table 1, for transitions from g.s.→ 1st 0+ excited states. (Qββ values
are taken from [17]).
Nuclei Qββ
[MeV]
G0ν1
[×10−15 yr−1]
G0ν
′
1
[×10−16 yr−1]
=
G0ν
′
1
G0ν1
[%]
48Ca 1.275 0.292636 0.633955 21.6636
76Ge 0.917 0.185314 0.552101 29.7927
82Se 1.508 0.906993 1.64925 18.1837
96Zr 2.202 4.43543 5.12937 11.5646
100Mo 1.904 3.03925 4.221 13.8883
110Pd 0.5472 0.120312 0.531163 44.1487
116Cd 1.057 0.720768 1.89277 26.2605
124Sn 1.12 0.953037 2.36911 24.8585
130Te 0.7335 0.358299 1.28598 35.8911
136Xe 0.879 0.651285 2.0187 30.9956
150Nd 2.631 27.5308 25.3183 9.19636
The effect of the interference term was considered in [37] where the numerical
values of the suppression factors of the term for different nuclei were calculated. We
try to verify the values claimed in [37] based on our derivation of the interference term
PSF (see Eq. (22)). We analyze the contribution of the PSF for maximum interference
so as to make our conclusions as general as possible. This is in anticipation of its
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smallness, as was already claimed in [37] and [10]. To make the analysis for maximum
interference more transparent we introduce certain assumptions and notations. The
NME are taken to be real Mν∗ =Mν , MN∗ =MN . The LNV parameters are nonetheless
treated as complex having the phases,
ηνL = |ηνL |e iφ1 , ηNR =
∣∣ηNR ∣∣e iφ2 . (24)
Furthermore we make the assumptions |ηνL |Mν ≈
∣∣ηNR ∣∣MN ≈ ηM. Thus the inverse
half-life of Eq. (20) can be rewritten so as to give maximum interference,[
T 0ν1/2
]−1≈ g4A [G0ν1 [|η |2|M|2+ |η |2|M|2]−G0ν ′1 [|η |2|M|2 e (φ1−φ2)+ |η |2|M|2 e (φ2−φ1)]]
= 2g4AG
0ν
1 |η |2|M|2
[
1−G0ν ′1 /G0ν1 cosφ
]
= 2g4AG
0ν
1 |η |2|M|2 [1− cosφ ] , (25)
where we have defined the phase difference between the two LNV parameters as φ =
φ1 − φ2 and the ratio between the two phase space factors of Eq. (21), (22) as  =
G0ν
′
1 /G
0ν
1 . Depending on the value of , the cosφ term will mostly determine the
contribution of the interference. The numerical values are tabulated in Tables 1 and 2
for the g.s.→ g.s. and g.s.→ 0+ (1st excited) transitions, respectively. The first excited
0+ transitions are also considered because of their potential experimental relevance.
The fifth column in both tables lists the values of the factor for maximum interference,
 in %. From the values we can clearly see that the interference effect decreases with
the Qββ values. From Table 1 one observes quite clearly the extreme cases for 48Ca and
128Te. A 4% increase to the 0νββ decay rate due to consideration of the interference
effect for a Qββ value of 4.27 MeV for 48Ca, whereas for 128Te the contribution is as
high as 31% for a Qββ of 0.868 MeV. The variation of  with Qββ is plotted in Figure
2, obtained by fixing the mass number A = 76 for Ge and the proton number of the
final nucleus Z f = 34. As the plot suggests, for decay modes of smaller Qββ values
the effect of interference will be stronger. The effect can be as high as ≈ 50% as can
be seen for the first excited 0+ transition for 110Pd (see Table 2 and Figure 2). We
also studied the variation of  with mass number A and proton number Z f for the final
nucleus. No significant dependence on A and Z f was found.
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Figure 2: Variation of the factor for maximum interference with Qββ . Plot is obtained
by varying the Q-value, while keeping the mass fixed to 76Ge and the charge of the final
nucleus Z f = 34 of 76Se. Different nuclei are added in the plot for the g.s. and first 0+
excited states Qββ values.
The exchange of heavy neutrinos for inducing 0νββ was first considered in [42].
The interference between light and heavy neutrinos was then considered in [37]. It was
found that the PSF for the interference term was typically factor of 10 smaller than the
PSF of the individual mechanisms [37, 10]. The suppression factors of the interfer-
ence term were calculated for several nuclides and was found to be less than 10%. The
smallness of the contribution of the interference is mainly due to the opposite chiral
structures of the outgoing electrons. Due to the Coulomb attraction of the daughter nu-
cleus, the outgoing electron wave functions are distorted. Therefore the PSF has to be
calculated (numerically) taking this into account by introducing Fermi factor [36]. In
[37] this was done by using non-relativistic Fermi factor, which is independent of the
Q-value of the process. Moreover the electrons were assumed to be ultra-relativistic in
the analysis in order to arrive at the numerical values of the small suppression factors
of the interference term. This is in contrast to the consideration of the non-relativistic
Fermi factor for electron wave function used in Ref. [37]. For our analysis we have
correctly considered the relativistic Fermi factor. In addition we have also considered
the effect of finite nuclear size. Although the numerical results obtained in our current
study are very close to the values in references [37] and [10], our results are more gen-
eral since the assumption of ultra-relativistic electrons can be relaxed. Consideration
for relativistic Fermi factor and finite nuclear size extend the analysis and allows us to
predict the Qββ values for which the effect of interference can be observable.
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we studied the interference effects to the 0νββ decay rate when con-
tributions from the light left-handed and heavy right-handed neutrino exchange mech-
anisms are considered. These effects were first analyzed long time ago in Ref. [37]
under some simplifying assumptions, a simple relation for the relative interference am-
plitude was presented and numerical values for few isotopes were provided (see also
[10]). The general conclusion was that these effects are small and can be neglected.
Unfortunately, the analytical expression seem to be marred by typos and one needed to
redo the analysis to extend it to other isotopes of recent experimental interest. In addi-
tion, for a long time the standard mass mechanism was the only one mainly considered,
and the results of Ref. [37] were almost forgotten.
In recent years, however, the contributions from other mechanisms, especially those
related to the LRSM, became relevant and competitive to BSM studies at LHC and
elsewhere. In this letter we extended the analysis of Ref. [37] by considering the
relativistic distortion of the outgoing electrons wave functions, the finite size effects
of the daughter nucleus, and by applying the new formalism to all isotopes of recent
experimental interest. In addition, we provide an analysis of the relative interference
factor as a function of Qββ , mass number A, and charge of the daughter Z f , and we
find that only its decrease with Qββ is relevant. This feature indicates that the relative
interference factor might not be negligible for cases where Qββ is small, such as that
of 128Te and for the transitions to the first excited 0+ states (e.g. it reaches 44% for
110Pa). Therefore, we provide numerical results for all these new transitions that could
be of experimental interest.
Finally, the analysis presented can be extended to other pairs of 0νββ mechanisms
where both outgoing electrons have different helicities. Examples of such mechanisms
described in within the effective field theory approach can be found in Ref. [43].
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